EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER
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January 2019
Jessica performed Preventive Maintenance on Variable Frequency Drives throughout the Contract College Zone.

- In addition to performing the work, Jessica has been collecting and validating the information associated with assets in an effort to improve the Drive PM Program within Maximo.
- Jessica provided a package of updated information with the exact location of the asset, updates to what equipment the Drive serves and a cleaned up Drive asset description.
- Has taken the extra time to organize the Assets allowing for quicker completion, less wasted effort and overall higher level of efficiency for the Drive PM program.
- Took the initiative to not only make her job easier and more efficient, but to help benefit those who perform tasks after her.
- Identified more than 50 Drives that existed but were not included in the Drive PM program. These assets have now been added to the program and will receive the proper PM, potentially avoiding costly failures.
- Worked to eliminate cumbersome processes to gain efficiency and produce higher quality data.

Congratulations, Jessica!